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Abstract

Although mass spectrometry is a century old technology, we are entering into an exciting time for

the analysis of molecular information directly from complex biological systems. In this viewpoint

article, we highlight emerging mass spectrometric methods and tools used by the natural product

community and give a perspective of future directions where the mass spectrometry field is

migrating towards over the next decade.

Introduction

All natural product (NP) scientists use mass spectrometry in their research, whether for the

required sub 5 parts per million (ppm) parent mass high-resolution data for publication or as

a part of the discovery workflow. Occasionally, mass spectrometry is used for assisting in

structure elucidation but usually this occurs when other methods such as 1D and 2D

NMR1, 2, X-ray3, UV-Vis signatures4, 5, and degradation studies are exhausted. NP

scientists, typically, do not yet take full advantage of the modern capabilities of mass

spectrometry. It is our viewpoint that mass spectrometry, when used appropriately, can rival

and may even surpass NMR in assisting in the initial characterization of NPs. One of the

strengths of mass spectrometry is that very small quantities of sample are required and

therefore the ability to gain as much structural information from a single mass spectrum

would be enormously powerful. The mass spectrometry structural analysis workflows,

however, are just beginning to emerge.

Mass spectrometry (MS) has experienced major instrumental advances in the past ten years.

Progress in ionization techniques, mainly the development of ambient ionization sources,

has led to the analysis of samples in the free environment outside of the mass

spectrometer6, 7. Additionally, significant progress in terms of mass resolution and accuracy

has been reached leading to a reachable 24 million resolution and higher with sub parts per

billion (ppb) mass accuracy8, while resolutions greater than 40,000 and mass accuracies

below 1 ppm are common on user friendly instruments9, 10. Mass spectrometers have been

progressively adapted to routine use with easier instructions to operate and maintain

instruments, making this analytical tool accessible to a wider community of scientists. The
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ease of use, sensitivity, and robustness combined with reasonable costs of instrumentation

has driven NP investigators to adopt mass spectrometry for day-to-day laboratory usage.

Excitingly, modern mass spectrometry is beginning to be used, not only in the early

therapeutic discovery or other biotechnological applications but also for NPs discovery.

Furthermore DNA sequencing has been informing us in the past decade that the NP

production potential of biological systems is much greater that was appreciated prior to

sequencing advances. Similarly these observed biosynthetic “potentials” and ecological

roles of NPs has prompted investigations to move from one molecule at a time to the

analysis/characterization of how multitudes of molecules converge towards a phenotype or

the complete molecular diversity in a given ecosystem. Studies such as these require that

workflows be developed that can be used to capture the full molecular complexity in any

given sample. Atmospheric ionization is one such method that captures complexity and can

be used to track molecules in situ.

In this perspective review, we highlight the emerging mass spectrometry tools for NP

investigation by overviewing many the emerging ionization methods and instrumentation

advances with emphasizing their potential for NPs analysis. We will also provide the

emerging imaging mass spectrometry techniques for spatial mapping of NPs in a biological

sample. Finally, we will outline the development of new powerful tools to process MS data

that will allow faster dereplication and structural elucidation of metabolites, leading to a

boom in screening new biologically active compounds in the upcoming years.

Ion sources and instrumentation

Recent developments—Mass spectrometry's fourth Nobel prize came with the

development of electrospray ionization11 and matrix assisted laser desorption ionization

(MALDI)12,13 in the 1980's. These innovations allowed MS to be utilized for biological

applications. Since then, the NPs community has embraced, utilized, and advanced both

techniques extensively. Of particular relevance to the NP scientist, is the resurgence of

ambient ionization methods following Graham Cooks' seminal work on desorption

electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (DESI) in 200414 and Robert B. Cody's work on

Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART) in 200515. Both methods offered the ability to

generate mass spectrometry data at atmospheric pressure without the need for sample

preparation. The DESI method employs electrospray of charged droplets of organic solvent

on the surface of the sample via a gas jet resulting in desorption of materials (Figure 1-a),

while DART allows direct analysis simply by exposure of the sample to a stream of gas

excited by heated plasma (Figure 1-b).

Since the development of DESI and DART as atmospheric ionization methods enabling the

direct analysis of molecules from biological samples, more than 30 new and hybrid

techniques have emerged6, 16, 17, creating an acronym alphabet soup. It is important to note

that each of these different technologies have various applications that enables one to survey

the molecular aspects of our natural world. Several studies have reported applications of

ambient ionization in capturing NPs from plants and microorganisms. Examples of direct

screening of plant metabolites using DESI include characterization of terpene glycosides

from Stevia leaves18, and alkaloids from poisonous plants19 among others. Recent
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applications of DART analysis of plants include detection of volatile organic compounds

such as monoterpenes and flavonoides from several species of eucalyptus20, Cassia

sieberiana21, and detection of curcumin and its derivatives from turmeric22. Other

applications of ambient ionization for NP analysis from microorganisms include DART

analysis of alkaloids from a marine-derived fungus23, direct analysis of metabolites from

cyanobacteria using Laser Ablation Electrospray Ionization (LAESI)24, and from

Pseudomonas and Bacillus strains using nanoDESI25.

Not only have atmospheric ionization methods advanced, but also the instrumentation itself

has significantly improved. Of particular relevance to the NP community is the increased

sensitivity provided by implementing powerful ion optics with improved ion transmission in

the development of sensitive and easy-to-use commercial high resolution mass

spectrometers such as Q-TOFs (Quadrupole-Time of flight) with a single point lock mass

internal calibration26, LTQ-Orbitrap hybrid and Fourier transform ion cyclotron (FT-

ICR)27, 28. High resolution instruments are becoming necessary for NP identification by

providing accurate mass measurements for the determination of chemical formula in

addition to MS/MS spectra of compounds generating high confidence in structural

elucidation. Coupling high resolution MS instruments to separation devices such as gas

chromatography (GC)29, liquid chromatography (LC)30, 31 provides additional separation of

molecules from a complex sample without extensive purification. One of the most relevant

progresses in this field is the introduction of ultra-performance liquid chromatography

(UPLC), leading to improvements in chromatographic peak resolution, sensitivity,

separation speed, and spectral quality32. Examples of recent applications of LC - high

resolution MS for NP analysis include dereplication of fungal metabolites33 and a high-

throughput analysis of phytochemicals in a plant extract34.

What the future holds—Further progress in instrumentation will continue to emerge in

the following years; routine use of mass spectrometry will no longer only be by the highly

trained analytical researchers but also by a wider community of scientists from diverse

fields. Ambient ionization is a promising technique for the development of such portable

and miniaturized mass spectrometers for routine workflows inside laboratories as well as for

outside field work35-38. High pressure portable mass spectrometers weighing only 2 kg and

equipped with diminutive ion traps are now commercially available39, and have already

begun to demonstrate their potential in forensic analysis and at airports for rapid detection of

trace amounts of drugs and explosives.

Although this may seem far-fetched, most modern mass spectrometers can already detect

just a few hundred ions. It should be expected that in the not too distant future mass

spectrometer detectors will enable routine analysis of perhaps a single ion. When this

becomes possible one can imagine quantification of the signal in similar ways as cell sorting

is used to quantify cellular responses. The ability to quantitate accurately with mass

spectrometry would significantly change the way biology is studied.
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Spatial mapping of NPs

Recent advances—Imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) was first popularized by R.

Caprioli in 1997, using a MALDI ionization method40. In the past decade, imaging mass

spectrometry has risen from a novelty mass spectrometry method to a powerful strategy in

understanding the spatial distribution of molecules in biological systems. This has not gone

unnoticed by the NP scientists that are exploring the use of IMS to discover new NPs as well

as delineating the functional roles of NP through spatial mapping. In imaging mass

spectrometry, an MS spectrum is obtained while the location of the ionization is connected

to the location where the ions came from. Initially this was extensively applied to molecular

histology41-43. Imaging mass spectrometry was used to spatially map the molecules within a

tissue section in a dataset. It bypassed the limitations of both tissue homogenization and

antibody staining methods, which require a preliminary knowledge of target molecule(s).

MALDI-IMS involves four key steps. First, the sample (tissue section, bacterial colony or an

entire organism) is mounted on a conductive support, then a thin layer of matrix is applied

onto the sample surface, allowing molecular ionization and desorption upon laser irradiation.

The sample mounted on conductive support is then positioned on a sample stage under

vacuum. The sample stage is programmed to move following a predefined x and y raster

which allows the laser to scan the entire sample surface. At each sample spot, a mass

spectrum and the corresponding x and y coordinates at which the mass spectrum was

acquired are recorded. Finally, a 2D image of the sample is reconstructed displaying the

spatial distribution of each detected molecule present within the sample. MALDI-IMS is the

most widely used imaging approach as it involves the use of a soft ionization method that

allows detection of intact molecules with a wide range of m/z coverage allowing molecules

of up to 100 kDa to be detected. MALDI-IMS has been extensively applied for NP analysis,

by providing 2D spatial distribution of secondary metabolites from several living

organisms44. Some of the examples include use of MALDI-IMS to investigate production of

antibiotics by symbiotic Streptomyces in the larval cocoon of beewolf digger wasps45 and by

Streptomyces and other actinomycetes in leaf-cutting ants46, 47, production of NPs in

bacterial co-cultures48-51, gut52, plants 53, and marine organisms54 including

cyanobacteria55, zoanthids56 and marine sponges55, 57-59.

Recent advances in IMS software tools60-63 have led to the development of 3D IMS

displaying spatial distribution in an entire biological sample64. 3D MALDI IMS is

performed by assembling IMS images obtained on consecutive sections of a given sample,

such as tissue sections or agar slices from -microbial cultures, with predefined spatial

intervals. 3D MALDI imaging has been used to capture the depth profiles of bacterial

metabolites secreted within the agar medium which was not possible previously using 2D

IMS65. These findings emphasize the relevance of 3D IMS, as an emergent approach for NP

discovery, in understanding the molecular interplay at controlling and driving ecology in

complex biological systems.

Although MALDI-IMS is providing spectacular new insights in the spatial distribution of

NP, it suffers from various limitations. The most important issue is the interference caused

by the matrix composed of small molecules mainly detected in the low m/z range leading to

ion interference with NP ions44, 51. Additionally, reproducibility of MALDI-imaging is still
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a challenge as ionization is driven by the quality of crystals obtained. Thus, the use of

ambient ionization based IMS approaches, such as DESI, could be a good alternative to

alleviate MALDI-IMS limitations for NP research.

DESI-IMS is an emerging technique and is bestowed with various advantages over MALDI-

IMS. Lack of sample preparation and the ability to ionize the sample under ambient

conditions make DESI-IMS very attractive for imaging of intact biological samples when

compared to MALDI-IMS. Recent applications of DESI-IMS in the NP field include the

determination of specific distribution of bromophycolides on the surface of algae

Callophycus serratus and their role in anti-fungal defense66, 67. The potential of DESI

imaging in NP research has recently been exploited and the initial reports that have emerged

highlight the power of this tool in exploring functions of surface associated NPs in their

native environment.

One of the main limitations of IMS approaches (MALDI and DESI) is the low spatial

resolution of hundreds of microns. An alternative to this issue would be the use of

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) imaging. This technique is based on directing a

focused ion beam of primary ions (e.g Cs+, Au+, Xe+) on the sample surface, resulting in

emission of secondary charged ions. The main advantage of SIMS for imaging is the ability

to focus the primary ion beam to 100 nm68, leading to generation of high spatial resolution

images that allow investigations at the subcellular scale. The utility of SIMS-IMS in NPs

research has been demonstrated by looking at metabolite distributions in bacteria such as

Bacillus subtilis69 and Streptomyces coelicolor70, 71. Although SIMS-IMS overcomes the

limitation of spatial resolution, the inherent requirement for flat surfaces poses a challenge

since most biological samples are not usually flat44.

Among all imaging techniques, MALDI-IMS is the most widely and frequently used method

to date for NP imaging due to its better accessibility and well documented user protocols. It

has now become a routine tool used by scientists to investigate NPs distribution in biological

samples. Without doubt, this technique will continue to dominate in NP imaging field in the

foreseeable future. MALDI-IMS complements DESI-IMS, SIMS-IMS and other IMS

methods, and these techniques, when used in conjunction, will enable better understanding

of NP function in a biological system. Furthermore, a significant increase in atmospheric

ionization-IMS applications in the field of NP research is expected to rise in the upcoming

years as the lack of sample preparation is the key for rapid screening of NP.

What the future holds—Over the next years, we can look forward to significant

advances in IMS approaches in terms of sample preparation, data analysis, software and new

instrumentations aiming at improving the resolution and mass accuracy of IMS. IMS in the

field of NPs has mainly been performed on low resolution instruments employing TOF and

ion trap analyzers. However, these analyzers lack mass resolution and accuracy, which is

incompatible with accurate compound identification72 especially when employing

workflows involving database mining. Adapting high resolution instrumentations such as Q-

TOF, Ion cyclotron resonance and Orbitrap systems for use in IMS applications will

overcome this limitation and will considerably increase the quality of data73. These

advancements will enable accurate measurement of MS/MS data for further molecular
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identification and rapid dereplication. Furthermore, IMS of NPs has been performed at a

spatial resolution of 100-800 μm so far, which hampers the investigation of subcellular

localization of intact molecules. Over the next decade, availability of more efficient

ionization sources and more sensitive detectors will enable visualization of intact NPs at the

subcellular level. At the opposite end, the concept of IMS will be used to define the

chemical ecological principles of interspecies interactions at a much larger scale. One can

envision that with these technological advancements, mapping of NPs, for example, on

mountain ranges or at a global scale will become feasible.

Analysis of complex samples

Beyond LC-MS and honing in on one specific NP, there is limited work done to capture the

full chemo-diversity in a given sample. In part this is due to the complexity of samples.

Identification of one molecule is already challenging, imagine dealing with hundreds if not

thousands of molecules. Genomics has dealt with the transition to “Big Data” very

effectively but the analysis of NPs at this scale is still lagging behind, in part because the

technologies that enable one to capture complex samples are trailing. There are several

technologies that are emerging that capture the complexity that are enabling the analysis of

complex mixtures with mass spectrometry. First, the faster scan rates of modern mass

spectrometry instruments. Some are now capable of capturing MS/MS spectra at greater

than 40 scans per second74. This is important to obtain deeper insight into the molecular

diversity of a sample. There is also a movement to make mass spectrometry data collection

systematic or data independent75. Swath is one approach that has seen utility in

proteomics76 but less so in metabolomics or NP research. It is likely that such an approach

will enable a much more systematic analysis of complex NP samples. Ion mobility is

another emerging tool that separates ions based on hydrodynamic radius and charge. One

can understand this by comparing an aerodynamic car with a non-aerodynamic car; between

the two, the aerodynamic car will move faster. Ion mobility operates via a similar principle.

Thus far, there are a few studies from the NP community that have used ion mobility77, 78.

Most exciting potential of ion mobility MS is the capability to separately detect different

region- and stereo isomers. As mass spectrometers are becoming more sensitive, more data

is collected. We have not yet learned how to deal with the complexity of all the information

that is generated. Molecular networking mentioned in the dereplication section below, is one

tool that is beginning to address this problem. It is expected that major inroads into software

and algorithms to tease apart such mixtures at the structural level will become the standard

mode of operation in many NP laboratories in the decade to come.

Dereplication and structural elucidation by mass spectrometry

Recent advances—Dereplication, the process of identifying molecules for which the

structure is already known is an integral part of the NP discovery workflow79. In the

metabolomics community this process is referred to as “finding known unknowns” after a

Rumsfeld quote for the presence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq80. Dereplication is

critical to the discovery workflow so that known molecules can be triaged from further

analysis quickly and efficiently in order to save time and resources81.
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Currently, the cost associated with solving a single structure can range dramatically overall

when factors like laboratory equipment, solvents, and personnel time are taken into

consideration. A conservative estimate would be that it takes an experienced NP chemist

about three months to fully elucidate a structure. Over this time period the researcher would

need to extract a large amount of biomass or grow a microbial producer, then following this

there would be successive rounds of purifications. Depending on the compound, this can

range from days to weeks or longer. Upon purification of an ideal amount, one would need

about 48 hours' NMR time with typical recharge being about $15 per hour. It would take an

experienced researcher to have a planar structure in about one week, and then further studies

for stereo-chemical assignments and physical data collection and verifications would be

required. We estimate these costs to be around $15,000 (personnel time, solvents, NMR/MS

recharge, media, columns, etc). These estimates are for one structure, under the most ideal

conditions. These costs can be easily lowered when dereplication can be accomplished or

quickly raised for complex molecules with poor chromatographic properties produced in low

overall titer. For some molecules the cost of complete structure elucidation can be over one

million dollars. We would like to suggest that any advances or hyphenated techniques that

reduce the price of one structure down to hundreds of dollars rather than thousands or tens

of thousands should be universally adopted in the academic discovery workflow and is a

goal the community as a whole should strive towards.

In the context of the discovery workflow, the main usage of mass spectrometry based

dereplication is typically coupled with liquid chromatography with a diode array detector.

Typically the instruments are not configured to collect tandem or MS/MS data33. With this

configuration, the MS1, UV signatures, and taxonomic classifications are then dereplicated

using in-house or external databases. Most databases are far from comprehensive and it

requires a researcher use many different databases in the initial dereplication efforts. Many

times, due to a time lag between when databases are updated, or the applied dereplication

workflow simply missed a known molecule, it is common to proceed with a full structural

elucidation for any given compound. As elaborated above this process can be both time

consuming and expensive. Currently, the majority of dereplication workflows can be further

expedited if users are willing to incorporate the sensitive capabilities of modern mass

spectrometry. Although semi-automated workflows using databases have been

established82-84, the majority of dereplication is still a combination of manual interpretation

of the data (UV signature, mass spectrometry data or NMR data) coupled with searching

different databases such as AntiMarin85, AntiBase74, 85, Dictionary of Natural Products86,

MarinLit, Scifinder, and Beilstein to name a few. In principle, metabolomics databases that

allow one to search based on an MS and/or MS/MS patterns such as Massbank87, Metlin88,

NIST89, LIPIDMAPS90(Table 1) could be consulted, but these databases are rarely

consulted because there are few NPs present in the databases. Emerging de novo informatics

tools can predict fragmentation data from imported structures or partial structures and then

match it to the experimental fragmentation spectra Such approaches are aiding in the

dereplication of certain subclasses of ribosomally-synthesized and post-translationally-

modified peptides NPs91, non-ribosomal peptides91-94, and lipids95 (Table 2).
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Microbial dereplication is emerging as a useful prioritization strategy for the discovery

workflow as well. Many researchers conduct 16S/18S analysis to characterize environmental

isolates, however this classification does not give insight into the diversity of NPs

produced97. Therefore chemistry based strain dereplication is becoming more

prevalent98-100. Bugni and others have begun to use LC-MS based work-flows in

combination with multi-variable analysis such as principle component analysis (PCA) to

prioritize and dereplicate microorganisms in order to focus on strains with the potential to

produce novel chemistries101-103. Many of the processing software that comes with mass

spectrometers has some form of multivariable analysis embedded to allow users to make

global assessments of entire data sets, making this approach accessible to anyone. These

global assessments could be applied to large biomass collections to discover collections

which contain unique chemistries. These microbial and multivariate analyses work well

when the sample size is well defined to a small number of samples, but we anticipate that

this approach becomes less informative (or harder to interpret) when sample size increases

into the thousands. Alternative algorithms or pre-filtering of the data before applying the

computational analyses may overcome such limitations.

Structure elucidation

Mass spectrometry has as much structural elucidation potential as NMR, yet it is not widely

used in this context. In part this is due to the lack of development of mass spectrometry

structure elucidation based workflows by the community. Currently mass spectrometry is

several orders of magnitude more sensitive than NMR and MS can be used to more

efficiently analyze complex mixtures. One of the biggest reasons MS is not frequently

applied to discovery workflows is due to a limited number of established rules and

workflows that can be applied, but creative informatics approaches are currently overcoming

these limitations.

NP scientists and informaticians have joined forces in recent years to begin tackling this

problem. The goal of these efforts is to understand and deconvolute mass spectrometry data

to provide information on the molecule at the structural level. In other words, if you have

mass spectrometry data on a specific molecule, how much structural information is present

in the given MS data set? This MS based NP elucidation is just at the early stages. Herein

we highlight the three major areas of development: (1) comparative dereplication workflow,

(2) complete de novo structure prediction workflows, and (3) workflows that incorporate

genomic information together with the mass spectrometry data.

In comparative dereplication based structural analysis, spectra of related molecules are

compared and the structure of an unknown but related sample can be inferred based on

similarities from MS/MS features, much like comparing structurally related analogues and

inferring differences in 1H NMR. These efforts have focused on the adaptation of

algorithmic solutions designed to locate novel post-translational modifications of

proteinogenic peptides in proteomic experiments to map structural relationships of peptidic

NPs (Non ribosomal peptides: NRP; ribosomally-synthesized and post-translationally-

modified peptides: RiPPs). Comparative spectral analysis can be extended to other classes of

molecules as well. One such example is molecular networking which established that
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spectral patterns found in MS/MS spectra can be used for both dereplication and

identification of structural analogues104-108. Molecular networking is an informatics

approach that compares all MS/MS data in an experiment and creates a map of mass spectral

structural space25. This results in the display of molecular families where molecules with

related MS/MS spectra cluster together105. As an example, UPLC-MS/MS data was

collected on a FDA-approved drug library (Selleckchem) and as shown in Figure 2, the

tetracycline antibiotics (doxycycline, methacycline, minocycline, and oxytetracycline)

clustered together due to the similarity in their chemical structures and hence fragmentation

patterns. This is a strategy to dereplicate related molecules108.

The second approach is the complete de novo prediction of a planar structure of a NP based

on the fragmentation patterns (Table 3). The first successful demonstration of this approach

was for cyclic peptide NPs93. In this case, multiple mass shifts that are repeatedly observed

can be used as redundant information to obtain a sequence of masses corresponding to

individual amino acids. The structural prediction of such cyclic peptides is enhanced by the

use of fragmentation trees. Additional tools to de novo predict cyclic peptides continue to be

developed91, 109. More recently the de novo structure prediction has been extended to other

structural classes of NPs with fragmentation trees110. Fragmentation trees can be used both

for substructure prediction and ultimately towards the assembly of putative planar structures.

It is worth noting that these tools are at the early stages of development still, and their utility

in proof-of-principle studies has been well documented. It is expected that these tools will

become very sophisticated over the next 10 years. Currently, there are two key limitations

for advancing these tools for use by NP scientists. Firstly, to develop good tools,

informaticians and computer scientists require a large amount of representative data, which

for many complex and structurally diverse NPs is not yet available. Secondly, successful

algorithm development relies on close working relationships between computer scientists

and NP scientists so that each may contribute their specific knowledge towards addressing

the shortcomings and pitfalls in data analysis and interpretation. This collaborative

interaction needs to happen more frequently with open dialogues between the different

scientific specialties.

As our understanding of the biosynthetic machinery for NPs is advanced, it is becoming

possible to use genomic information as a way to connect MS/MS signatures to their

biosynthetic machineries while lending insight into the structure as well. The combination of

the genetic analysis and the MS/MS signature can reveal significant details about the

structure of the molecule. For example when the mass spectrometry data of a secreted factor

from a microbe reveals that it matches to oligosaccharide signatures, one can look at the

genome for gene clusters that have that biosynthetic machinery imbedded in them. The

specific gene candidates that build sugars can be readily found on the genome and gives

insight into the nature of the sugar moiety. For instance, if the neighboring sugar gene

cluster has known biosynthetic features, such as a polyketide synthase, one knows to mine

the data for a hybrid polyketide-oligosacharide. At a minimum, we can establish the link

between molecules and the genes that are responsible for their production, but often, through

the iterative analysis and further inspection of the gene cluster the process reveals additional

structural details. This workflow has been established for peptide NPs and is termed
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peptidogenomics111 and for sugar containing NPs is termed glycogenomics112. It is likely

that other classes of NPs give specific and characteristic MS/MS signatures and can be

connected to their biosynthetic machinery in a similar fashion.

Finally there are hybrid and automated NMR113 and MS/MS workflows114. The design of

these workflows have been largely been developed by biotechnology companies and has

seen limited development in academic based discovery workflows. The goal of these

workflows is to take molecular information and MS/MS information to determine all

possible molecular details of a molecule and then put together all possible structures and

then score and identify the structure that best represents all the data.

What the future holds—Imagine a researcher running an entire inventory of NP extracts

and within seconds dereplicating all the known molecules, as well as structurally related

analogues, and for the unknown molecules identifying the structural classes they belong to.

This situation can be possible and the first generation workflows are currently being

developed. In the next decade(s) one can expect that fully integrated workflows are

developed where entire data sets from one spectrum to sets containing millions of spectra

are characterized rapidly. In all cases the candidate structural class and any distinct

structural details the MS provides will occur in one analysis run. This potential will only be

possible if the community gets involved, shares and contributes data, and works to annotate

the chemistry as a community. It becomes a crowdsourcing for molecular and structure

elucidations. The first step towards this is being built where researchers can upload data of

known molecules and the entire data set irrespective of the number of files. Such data

repositories have been incredibly useful in the sequencing world and for the protein structure

elucidation community with the development of the protein data bank and Genbank,

respectivly. However one can make such databases interactive and they can be automatically

queried and correlated. This alone will be incredibly valuable to the NP community. Further,

one can comment and subscribe to data sets to get information and continuous

identifications as new data is added to this repository. Finally there should be wiki style

annotation of data. Combine this effort with the creation of a community for the

development of new tools it will become possible to perform large scale analysis of NPs.

This type of crowdsourcing approach, is a concept we refer to as global NP social molecular

networking, is intended to be a large open source database for the collection and storage of

all data. It is expected, that if the current trends hold, depositing all data in a publicly

accessible repositories will become mandated by most funding bodies in the next few years.

The most exciting aspect of the crowdsource-style annotation is the prospect of something

collected in 2014 becoming useful in the year 2023 as someone may provide a comment or

upload a spectrum of a known molecule related to the data that was uploaded in 2014. In

other words it will provide a mechanism to learn from the data beyond the publication and

specific laboratory personnel. Perhaps with all these advances in mass spectrometry as well

as advances in other structure elucidation methodologies not a part of this review3, 117, the

cost of discovery of known NPs can be brought to a few dollars each while the cost of

structure elucidation of new chemical entities can be pushed to below a few hundred dollars.
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Conclusion

The ability to capture and characterize NPs by mass spectrometry is improving significantly.

Advances in methodology and instrumentation established mass spectrometry as an

indispensable tool for facile and speedy metabolite identifications. The main benefit of mass

spectrometry progress in the NPs field is the reduction as much as possible of sample

preparation steps allowing for time and sample savings, and a faster and direct screening of

NPs from live biological samples, using ambient ionization methods. Furthermore, future

development of new algorithms to process MS data will lead to an establishment of

standardized workflows for an easier and faster dereplication of NPs, leading to a significant

increase of new NPs discovery in the upcoming years.

Much of the development of new and improved mass spectrometers is extensively oriented

towards simpler instruments that can be used in routine by a broad community of scientists.

Future progress in the development of miniaturized mass spectrometers will allow

performing “bench-top mass spectrometry” and the use of these instruments outside of

laboratories, leading to a significantly extended range of applications in NPs field,

especially, if the data collection is automatically tracked with GPS making automated global

MS analysis possible.

Moving forward, the future for both NPs and mass spectrometry is bright. Collaborations

and the merging of informatics with advances in instrumentation will lead to the creation of

unique and automated workflows. These workflows will expedite the discovery process by

allowing for rapid dereplication which in turn will save researchers time, money, and lower

the quantity of precious sample needed for a full structure elucidation to sub microgram

quantities. As mass spectrometers become less complex and reasonably priced, we expect

mass spectrometry based structure elucidation workflows to become common place in the

NPs field.
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Figure 1.
Two representative atmospheric ionization sources. a) DESI and b) DART ionization

methods.
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Figure 2.
Molecular networking of MS/MS spectra of tetracycline antibiotics: Doxycycline (m/z 445),

Methacycline (m/z 443), Minocycline (m/z 458) and Oxytetracycline (m/z 461).
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Table 1
Representative spectrum based dereplication databases

Description www-link Types of NPs

Massbank87 http://www.massbank.jp/ Any but main focus is primary
metabolites

Metlin88 http://metlin.scripps.edu/index.php Any but main focus is primary human
metabolites

LipidMAPS90 http://www.lipidmaps.org/tools/index.html Lipids, sterols and some polyketides

Human metabolome database96 http://www.hmdb.ca/spectra/ms_ms/search Human metabolites

GNPS: Global Natural Product Social
Molecular Networking

To be submitted. Contact the Dorrestein
(pdorrestein@ucsd.edu) and Bandeira

(bandeira@ucsd.edu)labs
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Table 2
Mass spectrometry predicted spectra dereplication databases

Description www-link Types of NPs

Cycloquest : Database Search
for Cyclic Peptides91 http://cyclo.ucsd.edu/cycloquest/user/w6njgUeoIiOxl3bP/7k68EdTvyx797RS4

Cyclic, cyclic/linear
hybrids/linear RiPP

(Ribosomally-
synthesized and post-

translationally-
modified peptides)

Dereplication of Cyclic/
Branch-Cyclic Peptides using

Norine Database
http://cyclo.ucsd.edu/dereplication/user/w6njgUeoIiOxl3bP/CXpEMsv4HxH7Qaq9 NRP (Non ribosomal

peptides)

NRP Dereplication93 http://rofl.ucsd.edu/nrp/derep.cgi NRP (Non ribosomal
peptides)

Chemoinformatic library-
based and informatic search

strategy for natural products94
http://www-novo.cs.uwaterloo.ca:8180/isnap/ NRP (Non ribosomal

peptides)

Lipidblast95 http://fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu/projects/LipidBlast Lipids
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Table 3
Mass spectrometry based structural elucidation tools

Description www-link Types of NPs

Multistage De Novo Sequencing of Cyclic
Peptides115 http://cyclo.ucsd.edu/multistage/user/lqhdHFb2Xl2SzGGI Linear and cyclic peptides RiPP

and NRP

De novo Sequencing of Linear/Cyclic
Peptides http://cyclo.ucsd.edu/denovo/user/lqhdHFb2Xl2SzGGI Linear and cyclic peptides RiPP

and NRP

Genome based RiPPquest http://cyclo.ucsd.edu:4567/ms_ripper_full RiPP

Genome based NRPquest http://cyclo.ucsd.edu:4568/nrpquest_full NRP

Partial sequence tags for cyclic peptides http://rofl.ucsd.edu/nrp/tagging.cgi NRP and RiPP

Cyclone: de novo sequencing of cyclic
peptides109 http://ms.biomed.cas.cz/MSTools/ Cyclic peptides (NRP)

IDing Unknowns with Fragmentation
Trees110, 116 Contact the Boecker lab (sebastian.boecker@uni-jena.de) Any, can provide structural class
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